New AIP Operating Rooms Now Open

On June 1, 3 new operating rooms opened in the AIP. ORs 23, 24, and 26 are now fully operational and have block time everyday. OR 25, a hybrid operating room and MRI machine will open in July after the magnet is fully tested and calibrated. As this is a full strength MRI machine (much more powerful magnet than EP 13), ALL providers will need to undergo training regarding MRI safety. Please be on the lookout for an online “ULearn” Activity in the next few weeks. Also there will be a Grand Rounds October 5th that all members of the department who may enter OR 25 in any capacity are highly encouraged to attend. In the meantime OR 25 will be badge-access only. Remember that the magnet is ALWAYS on.
Congrats and Good Luck!

**Residents:**
- Grant Armour- Private Practice, Grand Junction, CO
- Tim Casias- Peds Fellowship, Seattle, WA
- Sam Gilliland- ICU Fellowship, Wash. Univ. St. Louis
- Neena Gupta- Private Practice, Tuscon, AZ
- Ross Hanson- CT/ ICU Fellowship, Brigham & Women’s
- Brian Johnson- Peds Fellowship, Denver, CO
- Sarah Killeen- Private Practice, Birmingham, AL
- Mike Kim- ICU Fellowship, Cedar-Sinai (Los Angeles)
- Emily McQuaid-Hanson- OB Fellowship, MGH
- Neil Mehta- Private Practice, San Francisco, CA
- Carolyn Mohr- Private Practice, Grand Junction, CO
- Ben Snyder- Private Practice, Denver, CO
- Mario Villasenor- Academic Practice (DH), Denver, CO
- Matt Wyatt- Regional Fellowship, Wash. Univ. St. Louis

**Fellows:**
- Natalie Hamilton- Private Practice (CT), Denver, CO
- Kari Obma- Academic Practice (CT), Madison, WI
- Anne Rustemeyer - Private Practice (APS), Denver, Co
- Amanda Wallace- Private Practice (Pain), Denver, CO

**RESIDENT/ FELLOW POSTER PRESENTATIONS**

**Western Anesthesia Resident Conference 2015:**
- Slade Bielow
- Neena Gupta
- Laren Mclaughlin
- Jillian Vitter

**International Anesthesia Research Society Spring 2015:**
- Michael Kim

**Society for Obstetric Anesthesia and Perinatology Spring 2015:**
- Jennifer Wu
- Shaina Richardson
- Emily McQuaid Hanson

**Society of Cardiovascular Anesthesiologists 2015:**
- Natalie Hamilton
- Kari Obma
- Ross Hanson
- Emily McQuaid-Hanson
- Ben Abrams

**Society of Critical Care Medicine 2015:**
- Michael Kim
- Ross Hanson
Recent Publications, Presentations & Other Accomplishments

PUBLICATIONS

**Wischmeyer PE.** Optimizing Survival and Quality of Life in High Risk ICU Patients: Permissive Underfeeding is not Safe! Accepted *Critical Care Medicine*, 2015

**Wischmeyer PE.** Glutamine Supplementation in TPN and ICU Patients- Are we throwing the baby out with the bathwater?. Accepted *JPEN J Parenter Enteral Nutr*, 2015


**Wischmeyer PE,** Innovations to Improve Long Term Outcome From ICU Acquired Weakness: Can We Avoid the Pyrrhic Victory? Accepted *Critical Care*, 2015

Xue H, **Wischmeyer PE.** Nutritional Modulation Of Cardiotoxicity And Anti-Cancer Efficacy Related To Doxorubicin Chemotherapy By Glutamine And Omega-3 Polyunsaturated Fatty Acids, Accepted, *JPEN J Parenter Enteral Nutr*, 2015. *Finalist for Harry Vars Award, (Top Paper at Meeting) ASPEN, 2015*


ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Stacy Fairbanks
- Chosen as an Advisory College Faculty Mentor for the medical school.

Karston Bartels
- Appointed to a second term as Junior Editor for the ADVANCED ABA Examination

Paul Wischmeyer
- Named to Best Doctors in America (Critical Care) Designation (as elected by peer physicians)

Daniel McDonald, BS (Wischmeyer Lab)
- Travel Award Winner of the 2015 Shock Society Meeting and 2nd ranked abstract overall at the 2015 Shock Meeting for: The ICU Microbiome Project: A Multi-Center Trial

Hongyu Xue, MD, PhD (Wischmeyer Lab)
- Finalist for Harry M. Vars Research Award for Top Abstract at 2015 American Society of Parenteral and Enteral Nutrition
April “White Star” David Song

“The morning was extremely busy (2 call offs, one staff member late, transplants overnight, a case running still). All break staff were pulled to staff the rooms. David Song was delayed waiting for the arrival of a pt from the ICU. Rather than sit and wait, he worked on writing out the break board, having to return several times as he continued to facilitate his own case start. Really helpful and a great attitude.”

Chair Search Update:

The first finalist will be on campus next week to give a lecture and question/answer session. The details are below and the town hall is open to the entire Anschutz Medical Campus. Please attend if you can.
SEND US MATERIAL FOR NEXT MONTH!

PLEASE SUBMIT BY JULY 8TH

EMAIL TO:

UCHANESTHESIOLOGY@GMAIL.COM

OR

RACHEL OR MARINA

Rachel.kacmar@ucdenver.edu
Marina.shindell@ucdenver.edu
NEW RESIDENTS AND FELLOWS START JULY 1st!

Keep an eye out for a face sheet and thanks in advance for giving all the newcomers a warm welcome to the department!